Atomic force microscopy imaging of double stranded DNA and RNA.
A procedure for imaging long DNA and double stranded RNA (dsRNA) molecules using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is described. Stable binding of double stranded DNA molecules to the flat mica surface is achieved by chemical modification of freshly cleaved mica under mild conditions with 3-aminopropyltriethoxy silane. We have obtained striking images of intact lambda DNA, Hind III restriction fragments of lambda DNA and dsRNA from reovirus. These images are stable under repeated scanning and measured contour lengths are accurate to within a few percent. This procedure leads to strong DNA attachment, allowing imaging under water. The widths of the DNA images lie in the range of 20 to 80nm for data obtained in air with commercially available probes. The work demonstrates that AFM is now a routine tool for simple measurements such as a length distribution. Improvement of substrate and sample preparation methods are needed to achieve yet higher resolution.